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Struggling with anxiety during this time of uncertainty, you’re 
not alone. Learn how to cope from the experts at Anxiety Canada.

Whether it is isolation, financial, work related or fear of the 
unknown, it is imperative to stay informed about how to care for 
your mental health. Anxiety Canada has compiled a list of some of 
the most relevant and sought-after resources.

visit  https://www.anxietycanada.com/covid-19/
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A VIEW FROM THE PAST Lions Gate Bridge

CAPTION THIS

TODAY I LEARNED  nothing to do with viruses

RIDDLE ME THIS  answers on back

We can’t wait! Nature and fresh air can help us relax and feel less 
stressed. As the warm weather approaches and we are slowly

re-released into the wild, what are you most excited for?

Keep in mind-things change quickly. It’s important to keep up-to-date on the best practices 
and guidelines to stay safe. Social distancing still applies even when you’re outside.

Construction began on March 31, 1937. After one and a half years 
and a cost of $5,873,837.17 (CAD), it opened to traffic on November 
14, 1938. On May 29, 1939, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 
presided over the official opening during a royal visit to Canada. A 
toll of 25 cents was charged for each car or horse and carriage; five 
cents was charged for pedestrians or bicycles.

Union steam ship passing under the Lions Gate Bridge 1938 
which is under construction.

City of Vancouver Archives Item : AM640-S1-: CVA 260-863

1. What is a ten letter word that starts with gas?

2. You can see me in water, but I never get wet.
What am I?

3. What can you add to one to make it disappear?

1. TIL - Seals Do Something Called “The Banana Pose”
to regulate their body temperature. 

click to see  https://www.buzzfeed.com/philippjahner/seals-doing-
the-banana-pose

2. TIL - Many chewing gums are pink because the inventor of 
Double Bubble (the first bubble gum) only had pink food colouring 
in his factory, and others copied his invention.

click to read  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubble_Bubble

3. TIL -  If you leave lime juice on your hands on a sunny day, your 
skin can get second degree burns and be discolored for YEARS. 
It’s called “margarita dermatitis” because people often get it while 
making margaritas outside.

click to read  https://www.delish.com/food-news/a28249124/
margarita-burn-phytophotodermatitis/

The

Leave a comment on our instagram  @bondrepro

SUMMER IS COMING



ANSWERS
1. Automobile 2. A reflection 2. The letter “G”

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE   how fast can you find 17? Challenge a co-worker
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